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The job-related fatality rate in the construction industry is high as a result of multiple
factors associated with the safety of workers. However, mental fatigue, a prominent factor
affecting one’s hazard perception, from engagement in construction tasks and its effects on fall
hazard has not been adequately studied. This thesis proposes a two-trajectory framework to
assess mental fatigue using Electroencephalography (EEG). Primarily, Wavelet Packet
Decomposition (WPD) was used to obtain energy in each brain wave, and seven mental fatigue
indices including θ, α, β, α/β, θ/α, θ/β, and (θ + α)/β were calculated. Secondarily, sample
entropy (SampleEn) values were calculated for groups under comparison to examine the results
from the WPD. Results from the adopted method suggest that typical construction activities and
height exposure can cause mental fatigue and reduce vigilance level in workers. It is essential to
have a quantitative approach for continuous cognitive monitoring to enhance construction safety.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
Despite the advances in technologies for safety, the number of accidents in the

construction industry is at a high rate. In fact, the construction industry is among the most
hazardous industries in the United States. Multiple factors such as stress and fatigue can affect
occupational safety and health (OSH) during their daily activities. Hazard recognition is tightly
related to one’s situational awareness of his surroundings. Hazards are first perceived by
individuals, analyzed, and then human action is taken accordingly. Fatigue is one of the factors
which can impair one’s situational awareness and consequently, it may weaken an individual’s
ability to identify hazards (Smit et al., 2005). Failure to recognize a hazard may have
catastrophic consequences in construction environments. Mental fatigue can affect one’s
efficiency due to the high levels of mental workload (Charbonnier et al., 2016). There are many
studies in the literature focused on the methods and techniques for mental fatigue detection (Jap
et al., 2009; Kar et al., 2010). However, mental fatigue has not been studied in the context of
construction activities and by mean of continuous assessment of brain activities of workers. The
work presented in this thesis aimed to address this important safety issue for construction
workers.
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1.2

Organization
This thesis investigated mental fatigue through a two-trajectory framework to enhance

construction OSH. The proposed methodology for mental fatigue assessment has been
implemented in two different studies. In the first study (CHAPTER V), the methodology was
applied to assess mental fatigue in typical construction activities by considering level of
complexity of the tasks. In the second study (CHAPTER VI), the methodology was used to
assess the effects of height exposure on mental fatigue levels in virtual environment for fall
hazard prevention.
Eight chapters are included in this thesis. The literature review on four main areas is
presented in the CHAPTER II. CHAPTER III presents the objectives of this thesis according to
the gaps identified. CHAPTER IV focuses on the developed methodology and details of each
step are discussed. Afterward in CHAPTER V, applied methodology in the typical construction
activities with the relative experiments and results are presented. Next in CHAPTER VI, mental
fatigue assessment in fall hazard context with corresponding experiments and results are
discussed. At the end, limitations and future work are discussed, followed by the conclusion.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Given the two studies done in this thesis (CHAPTERS V and VI), four sections are
included in this chapter to cover the literature pertinent to both studies. Section 2.1 discusses the
application of Electroencephalography (EEG) which was used in both studies. In section 2.2,
physical and mental fatigue are elaborated. In section 2.3, fall detection and prevention methods
are discussed which is related to CHAPTER VI. In section 2.4, applications of Virtual Reality
(VR) in safety research are discussed as VR used in CHAPTER VI.
2.1

Electroencephalography (EEG) and its Applications for OSH
Physiological sensors cover a wide range of tools that have been vigorously used in

industries such as construction. The main purpose of using physiological sensors in industrial
environments is to improve hazard recognition ability and safety for workers.
In general, brain is divided into five different regions, i.e., frontal, parietal, temporal,
central, and occipital as shown in Figure 2.1. Frontal, parietal, temporal, and occipital areas are
the main brain lobes. Also, brain waves are categorized into five different bands based on their
frequency, i.e., Delta waves (1-4 Hz) related to deep sleep or unconsciousness, Theta waves (4-8
Hz) related to inattention and early stage of drowsiness, Alpha waves (8-13 Hz) related to
awareness of one to his surroundings as well as mental relaxation, Beta waves (13-30 Hz) related
to alertness, tension and fear, and Gamma waves (30-50 Hz) related to problem solving and
learning skills.
3

Figure 2.1

24-channel EEG layout and brain regions.

Electroencephalography (EEG) is non-invasive medical equipment used to capture
electrical activity of the brain using electrodes attached to the scalp. EEG has been extensively
used in different fields for hazard recognition. Brain’s responses to the surrounding environment
can be quantitatively measured using EEG. EEG is one of the main tools used to measure mental
fatigue of individuals (Boksem et al., 2005; Kar et al., 2010). In the construction industry, some
studies used EEG to assess attention level and mental workload of workers (Chen et al., 2016,
2017). The results showed that EEG is a reliable tool to measure mental workload of workers
and also a practical option to be used in construction activities. Furthermore, other studies found
4

a relationship between workers’ vigilance and risk-taking behaviors and hazard perception by
using EEG. Higher concentration on task results in higher mental demand and in turn one loses
his ability to detect surrounding hazards (Murata, 2005; Wang et al., 2019). Stress also is a factor
related to workers’ safety. Previous studies showed that EEG signals also can be used to
represent workers’ stress levels (Jebelli et al., 2018b).
2.2

Physical and Mental Fatigue Issues for Construction OSH
Fatigue is referred to the feeling of drowsiness, tiredness, and consequently results in

losing motivation to finish a task (Astolfi et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2008; Trejo et al., 2015). As a
result, fatigue can impair the vigilance level of one and cause the person to make mistakes in
ongoing tasks (Kar et al., 2010; Smit et al., 2005). Muscular fatigue is referred to the state of
weakness in doing physical activities (Enoka & Duchateau, 2008). A fatigue scale was
developed in order to characterize the severity of fatigue supporting the fact that both physical
and mental fatigue can be measured through a self-rating score (Chalder et al., 1993).
In the construction industry, researchers proposed an automatic physical fatigue
assessment method on construction jobsite using deep learning and 3D motion algorithms to
assess joint-level physical fatigue (Yu et al., 2019). In another study, simultaneous signal
recordings were used benefiting from a wearable wristband-type biosensor, and a machine
learning method was applied to train models for labeling different tasks and recognizing physical
demand (Jebelli et al., 2019). In general, vulnerable workers under excessive physical workloads
could be identified by using physical fatigue detection models, and they may face fewer risks by
reducing their workloads or modifying work plans (Gatti et al., 2014; Hwang et al., 2016; Jebelli
et al., 2018b).
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Mental fatigue is the state of losing attention to surrounding due to brain’s engagement
with high mental demanding tasks and is associated with the increasing error rate over the course
of time (van der Linden et al., 2003). Mental fatigue along with attention and stress is identified
as the most relevant metric affecting cognition behavior (Pilly et al., 2018). Pilly et al. (2018)
used breath-count task (relaxed baseline) and 3-back task test (fatigue-inducing task) to assess
mental states of participants. In an EEG study, researchers investigated mental fatigue of subjects
under the influence of watching 3DTV. Relative powers - alpha (α), beta (β), theta (θ), delta (δ)
and ratio indices - (α+θ)/β, α/β, (α+θ)/(α+β), and θ/β were calculated for subjects while they
watched 3DTV for a long duration of time in order to assess subjects’ mental fatigue levels
(Chen et al., 2013). Others used fatigue ratio indices - (α+θ)/β and θ/β, to predict degree of
driver’s fatigue using EEG and a driving simulation system. Reaction time to visual stimuli
along with the task of driving for 1.5 hours induced mental fatigue in subjects (Wang et al.,
2018). Talukdar et al. (2018) analyzed the effects of mental fatigue on the motor imagery
performance of the brain using Kernel Partial Least Square (KPLS) algorithm and monitored
fatigue growth. There are some studies in the literature evaluated construction workers’ mental
states such as stress and mental workload, and many studies in other domains such as clinical
and transportation highlighted important mental fatigue indices using EEG (Cheng et al., 2007;
Eoh et al., 2005; Jap et al., 2009).
However, only one study considered the effects of mental fatigue on construction
workers and only physical fatigue was considered for the analysis in that study (Aryal et al.,
2017). Therefore, mental fatigue is not adequately studied under construction activities.

6

2.3

Fall Detection and Prevention Methods
Given the importance of fall detection and prevention, various methods have been

proposed and developed to detect fall risks on the construction jobsites. Researchers used
Building Information Modeling (BIM) and simulations to achieve automated safety planning and
fall detection during the project design phase (Zhang et al., 2015). Multiple studies investigated
the use of Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) to assess postural stability of workers and used
position sensors to automatically assess the fall risk levels in construction (Chen et al., 2019;
Jebelli et al., 2016; Umer et al., 2018). Vision-based approaches (such as object detection
algorithms) have also been explored in the literature to detect falls (Ma et al., 2019). Other
researchers focused on the role of attention and situational awareness in fall hazard. For example,
using hazard identification index and eye-movement metrics, workers’ hazard identification
skills to find fall hazards were assessed (Hasanzadeh et al., 2017, 2018). Mozaffari et al. (2019)
discussed an Internet of Things (IoT) approach with multiple layers. In the approach, sensors
captured fall-related signals (e.g., physiological, gait, or visual signals); algorithms (e.g.,
Artificial Neural Network) analyzed and detected fall situations; and communication platforms
transferred the data to the end users.
Even though the existing studies have greatly investigated methods to prevent fall hazard
on the jobsite, to the best of author’s knowledge none was focused on the continuous monitoring
of cognitive status of workers to do that. It is inevitable that workers with high mental fatigue
levels can be at the risk of fall hazard (Hancock & Matthews, 2019), which highlights the
importance of continuous cognitive monitoring. Although previously some researchers
investigated the effects of mental fatigue on fall hazard, their focus was on trips and not falling
from height while doing a task (Qu et al., 2019). Therefore, considering the rich information in
7

brain signals, there is still a gap in the knowledge for continuous monitoring of cognition status
to prevent falls from height.
2.4

Virtual Reality (VR) in Safety Research
VR takes one to reality while not physically present by giving one an immersive

experience. Studies show that in VR environment physiological responses of human body can be
captured the same as in the real world, and VR has been proven to be a reliable tool in safety
research and industrialized facilities (Choi et al., 2015; Simeonov et al., 2005). One advantage of
adopting VR over the real world environment rests on the fact that VR can be used to test
different hypotheses in situations where real world environments can endanger participants’
safety and health. For instance, in situations where workers should work at height or in confined
spaces on scaffolding, VR can be a potential alternative to the real jobsite environment
(Simeonov et al., 2005). Another advantage of using VR is that researchers can focus on a
specific problem with having full control over the experimental conditions (Rebelo et al., 2012).
For example, researchers used VR to investigate the effects of physical activities on muscle
contraction in virtual environment and used electromyograms (EMG) to capture muscle activities
(Chen et al., 2015). The results showed that individuals can be virtually exerted using VR which
can be a useful method in safety training. Recently, a study focused on workers’ performance at
height by adoption of neurophysiological tests and VR to simulate a construction site
(Habibnezhad et al., 2020). The results showed that individuals at height pose less postural sway
which is caused by the fear of working at height and showed less body movements accordingly.
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CHAPTER III
OBJECTIVES
Considering the identified gaps in CHAPTER II, the motivation and objectives of the
work presented in this thesis are:
•

To quantitatively assess workers’ mental fatigue levels to identify vulnerable
workers. Especially in large projects where many workers are involved, project
managers can monitor workers’ mental status to identify and protect them from
potential hazards;

•

To test the hypothesis that routine construction tasks with different complexity
levels can affect mental fatigue levels of workers, therefore, assisting to better
protect workers with Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and give them
necessary training (CHAPTER V);

•

To test the hypothesis that workers working at height get more mentally fatigued
in comparison to those who work on the ground (CHAPTER VI). Thus,
vulnerable workers exposed to fall-from-height risks can be detected and warned
timely by developing a smart construction hat system, integrated the developed
mental fatigue assessment method, wireless communication platform, and
actuation sensors.
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CHAPTER IV
METHODOLOGY
A two-trajectory framework was proposed and developed to investigate the effects of
construction activities on workers’ mental status as shown in Figure 4.1. The framework assesses
individuals’ mental fatigue through two trajectories. Primarily, power (energy) in each frequency
band is calculated and mental fatigue indices are obtained to show the accumulated fatigue after
completing a set of tasks in both within-subjects (study one) and between-subjects (study two)
design settings. Secondarily, sample entropy values in EEG channels are calculated and the level
of complexity of the signals after completing a set of tasks is measured under the same settings
as in the primary trajectory. In the following subsections, the adopted methods shown in Figure
4.1 are elaborated and discussed in detail. To validate the results of the quantitative framework,
NASA-TLX questionnaire is collected from the participants in the two studies.
4.1

EEG Data Preprocessing
Captured brain signals (raw EEG signals) are in the frequency range of 100-200 μV and

are susceptible to artifacts due to small amplitude (Jebelli et al., 2018a). High levels of signal-tonoise ratio can affect large portions of the data (Bigdely-Shamlo et al., 2015). Therefore, it is
essential to have a robust preprocessing method specifically when it comes to industrial
environments with various noise sources. Sources of signal artifacts can be extrinsic (e.g.,
environmental noise) and intrinsic (e.g., eye blinking and muscle movements). In this thesis, four
main steps were taken to clean the data (oval II in Figure 4.1).
10

Figure 4.1

•

The data were high-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz using EEGLAB (MATLAB toolbox);

•

The data were directed through Artifact Subspace Reconstruction (ASR) which is
based on sliding Principal Component Analysis (PCA). ASR statistically
interpolates high-variance signal components exceeding the covariance of the
calibration dataset. The obtained components are linearly constructed from the
remaining signal subspace based on the calibration data (Mullen et al., 2013);

•

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was used to decompose the signals into
24 independent components per recording (Makeig et al., 1996). It works well for
source separation of domains where the sources are independent. ICA can be well
applied to the EEG signals as the signal sources are either too close or too wide of
each other. Eventually, brain components were separated from heart, line noise,
eye, and muscle components;

•

The data were manually checked to further clean any missing artifacts such as eye
blinks and other potential artifacts.

Framework of mental fatigue assessment.
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4.2

Wavelet Packet Decomposition (WPD) and Energy Calculation
Wavelet Packet Decomposition (WPD) is a time-frequency approach in which wavelets

are used to capture abrupt changes in signals using shifting and scaling features. WPD has well
frequency resolution and can be applied to the cleaned data after the preprocessing stage
(Khushaba et al., 2011). WPD is a suitable method to analyze EEG signals as the nature of
signals is non-stationary and wavelets can capture useful information in the signals. In an
orthogonal process, WPD decomposes both approximation (low frequency) and detail (high
frequency) segments of the signal and forms a full binary tree at multiple levels. Therefore, the
outcome of WPD has better resolution of signal frequencies and results in more features (Ekici et
al., 2008). This thesis adopted Daubechies 4 (db4) wavelet type with 6 levels of decomposition
to obtain energy in each frequency band (Dabuechies, 1990). The decomposition results in
subbands with equal length and 2𝑖 nodes are produced for the 𝑖 level of decomposition.
Energy in selected nodes covering band waves of Theta (4-8 Hz), Alpha (8-13 Hz), and
Beta (13-30 Hz) in WPD tree was carried out using the sum of squares of the relevant
coefficients (oval III in Figure 4.1). The energy in each node is calculated as (Khushaba et al.,
2011):
𝐾−1

𝐸(𝑁𝑖.𝑗 ) = ∑(𝑁𝑖.𝑗.𝑙 )

2

𝑙=0

where (𝑁𝑖.𝑗.𝑙 ) is the 𝑙-th coefficient of 𝑁𝑖.𝑗 and 𝐾 = 𝐿/2𝑖 ; 𝐿 is the input signal length, 𝑖
represents the tree level (0 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 6), and 𝑗 indicates the 𝑗𝑡ℎ element at level 𝑖.
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(4.1)

4.3

Mental Fatigue Indices
In what follows, the terms Power Spectral Density (PSD) and energy are used

synonymously. It has been proven that increasing levels of mental effort in completing a task can
be reflected through energy changes in α and θ band waves (Smith et al., 2001). Also, changes in
energy levels of θ, α, and β have shown to be helpful in mental fatigue assessment (Kar et al.,
2010). For example, decreasing in the β energy band is a sign of mental fatigue as β band is
associated with the alertness of an individual (Zhao et al., 2012); and α band increases as fatigue
occurs (Astolfi et al., 2012). Therefore, relative power indices of θ, α, and β were considered for
mental fatigue detection.
However, in some situations relative indices may oppose each other, therefore, ratio
indices can help distinguish the changes in energy values (Eoh et al., 2005). In mental fatigue
studies, ratio indices of α/β, θ/α, θ/β, and (θ + α)/β have been adopted to compare normal and
fatigue states (Eoh et al., 2005; Jap et al., 2009). In summary, seven mental fatigue indices
including θ, α, β, α/β, θ/α, θ/β, and (θ + α)/β were calculated in this thesis (oval III in Figure 4.1).
4.4

Sample Entropy
Entropy is a measure of complexity of signals and has roots in thermodynamics.

Entropies are classified as spectral and embedding entropies. Spectral entropies measure spectral
complexity of the signals (e.g., PSD in Fourier transform) whereas embedding entropies (e.g.,
approximate and sample entropies) use time-series input to obtain entropy values (Kannathal et
al., 2005). Time-series data have sets of repeating elements that indicate periodic monofrequency ranges, so low entropy values represent more ordered systems (Richman & Moorman,
2000). Sample entropy (SampEn), introduced by Richman & Moorman (2000), is an improved
form of approximate entropy in that its low values show definite order in signals but low values
13

in approximate entropy may contain bias in showing order in signals (Richman et al., 2004).
Studies show that sample entropy is an effective method to use for cognitive analysis of EEG
signals and mental disorder assessments (Chen et al., 2015; Mu et al., 2017). Sample entropy
was adopted to carry out the entropy values and the order of the signals were measured to assess
mental fatigue (oval IV in Figure 4.1). It is critical to choose embedding dimension (𝑚) and
tolerance for accepting matches (𝑟) for sample entropy calculations where 𝑚 = 2 and tolerance
of 0.2 of the dataset standard deviation were selected (Hu & Min, 2018).
In summary, the proposed framework includes two quantitative approaches (ovals III and
IV in Figure 4.1) and each can independently assess mental fatigue in workers. Benefiting from
WPD (oval III in Figure 4.1), brain waves are constructed in three different band waves (i.e., θ,
α, and β), and energy in each band wave is calculated. Relative powers are carried out and ratio
indices are obtained and thus, seven mental fatigue indices are formed. Using sample entropy
(oval IV in Figure 4.1), complexity of the signals is measured and results are reported to confirm
and support the outcomes of mental fatigue indices.
4.5

Ground Truth
Validation of the results from the quantitative method developed was completed with the

well-known subjective questionnaire of NASA Task Load Index (TLX). The NASA TLX
method assesses mental workload in six different factors and is one of the widely used tests
(Cheng et al., 2007; Smit et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2018). The factors are mental demand,
physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration. Each factor is based on
a scale of 0 to 100; generally, a higher value indicates a higher demand in all factors except for
the performance factor for which a lower value shows better performance. The electronic version
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of NASA-TLX was used in both studies (CHAPTER V and VI) and the questionnaire was saved
on a mobile phone.

15

CHAPTER V
ASSESSMENT OF WORKERS’ MENTAL FATIGUE IN CONSTRUCTION
ACTIVITIES USING ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY (EEG)
5.1

Introduction
Fatigue acts as an alarm signal and is a natural reaction of the body to prevent excessive

exhaustion (Ko et al., 2017). One of the leading factors causing accidents in construction is
fatigue which impairs the normal ability of workers to properly do their tasks (Zadry et al.,
2016). Fatigue is also correlated with the state of drowsiness (Eoh et al., 2005). Several metrics
have been used to assess mental fatigue of individuals including reaction time to visual stimuli,
gaze pattern, brain signals, and heart rate variability. As such, various algorithms have been
developed to assess the mental fatigue of subjects in different fields such as transportation and
construction industries. For instance, mental fatigue of drivers was examined using driving
simulators for a long duration of time by assessing changes in their brain signals (Eoh et al.,
2005; Zhao et al., 2012). Li et al. (2019) used eye-tracking technology to evaluate mental fatigue
of construction equipment operators using their distributed attention patterns. In addition,
subjective assessment in the form of questionnaires have been widely used for fatigue
assessment (Phatrabuddha et al., 2018).
Despite the fact that all these studies have greatly investigated mental fatigue, there are
limitations associated with the solutions. As brain signal is prone to artifacts, using algorithms
applied in simulation tasks is useful but lacks sufficient artifact removal processes and
16

consequently, making it impractical in construction activities due to the complex nature of these
activities. Although one study proposed an artifact removal algorithm for construction activities,
it has not been used to assess mental fatigue for typical construction activities (Jebelli et al.,
2018a). Furthermore, one limitation of qualitative methods is the interruption they make in
routine tasks of workers, and mental fatigue cannot be measured on a continuous basis through
questionnaire. Thus, only relying on qualitative methods might not effectively and timely reflect
workers’ mental fatigue levels.
Therefore, based on the methodology presented in CHAPTER IV, this chapter presents
the application of the quantitative framework using EEG to non-invasively assess workers’
mental fatigue status. To test the developed framework, experiment was conducted in which
participants undertook some construction tasks in a lab. Furthermore, the NASA-TLX
questionnaire was adopted to validate the results of the quantitative framework. In what follows,
the experiment procedures and results obtained from this work are discussed in detail.
5.2
5.2.1

Experiment and Data Acquisition
Subjects
To measure the feasibility of the proposed methodology (refer to CHAPTER IV for

details), seven male participants (college students) were recruited for within-subjects experiment.
They were all right-handed, had no history of neurological diseases, mental/physical disabilities,
cognitive impairment, or heart diseases. The mean age of subjects was 24.62 years old (SD=
4.06). All subjects were asked not to consume caffeine and alcohol at least 24 hours before the
experiment as well as not to use any hair products on the experiment date. The experiment
procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Mississippi State
University.
17

5.2.2

Procedures
The experiment designed for this work included four main sessions (session 0, 1, 2, and

3) in order to assess and detect mental fatigue in subjects. The major tasks involved in the
experiment were the assembly of different scaled-down wood frames. The four sessions had
different levels of difficulty (in an ascending trend). Session 0 was the preparation stage, session
1 had the easy task, session 2 had the moderate task, and session 3 involved the hardest task to
accomplish. Before the experiment, all instructions were reviewed for each participant. Initially,
subjects’ basic information was collected as shown in Table 5.1. Then, they were prepared for
EEG recording (EEG data acquisition is described in next subsection).
Table 5.1
Subject ID
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7

Subjects’ basic information.
Age
30
20
25
20
27
23
22

Left/Right Handed
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Related Experience
None
Little
Relatively strong
Little
Little
Relatively strong
None

In session 0, participants were asked to gather the tools provided (i.e., tape measure,
gloves, impact driver, screws, speed square, and safety glasses) on a table in the lab. Immediately
after session 0, subjects started the easy assembly task in session 1. Session 1 involved the
assembling of a simple wood frame which was relatively easier for participants to complete.
Participants had to figure out how to assemble the wood studs based on the dimensions
and drawings provided, mark up on the woods, and then screw them together with the impact
driver. Next, they were asked to do the assembly task with moderate difficulty (session 2).
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Session 2 had more pieces of wood studs and more complication to match the wood pieces.
Finally, subjects finished the hardest assembly task (session 3). Session 3 represented a complex
wood frame with more decimal numbers on the drawings and a more complex dimensioning
style which required subjects to focus more to figure out and put wood studs in a right place
compared to the other two sessions. Figure 5.1 illustrates one subject while completing a task
along with its related drawings. At the end of each session, subjects were required to fill out
NASA-TLX questionnaire for subjective assessment of that session.

Figure 5.1

A subject while completing session 2 with the related plan-view drawings.

The experiments were conducted in a lab with sufficient light and ambient temperature.
All the wood studs were cut to size and provided to the subjects in separate zones in the lab.
Subjects had to determine which wood stud to use in each session based on the drawings
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provided as the wood studs had no marks or numbers on it. Experiment sessions were also
camera-recorded for timestamping purpose for data analysis. Each session was representative of
a real construction activity, and scaled-down wood studs were used for operability and safety
purpose in the laboratory environment. Session 1 was representative of a deck. Deck has many
applications in construction, e.g., for constructing access way to the entrance of a house. Session
2 represented an interior wall with two sides which are widely used in separating different
interior sections of a house/apartment. Session 3 represented a single interior wall including door
and window which has the same applications of session 2.
5.2.3

EEG Data Acquisition
EEG data were recorded by a lightweight wireless EEG system, SMARTING

(mBrainTrain, Serbia). The device has 24 channels with Ag/AgCl electrodes that are placed on
the scalp based on the international 10-20 placement system (Figure 2.1). Benefiting from its
wireless EEG amplifier, the signal recordings were captured using Bluetooth connection and the
data were streamed to a laptop (oval I (a) in Figure 4.1). Sample frequency was set at 250 Hz and
EEG configuration for each subject took around 15 minutes.
5.3
5.3.1

Result Analysis and Discussions
Mental Fatigue Indices
Seven indices of mental fatigue, i.e., three relative powers indices - α, β, and θ along

with four ratio indices - α/β, θ/α, θ/β, and (θ+α)/β, were calculated for the seven subjects (as
discussed in CHAPTER IV). In this work, session 0 was a preparation session where subjects
mainly gathered tools and prepared for the experiment. Therefore, session 0 was not considered
for further data analysis.
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Channels of FP1, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, T7, T8, Pz, AFz and POz were selected for
further processing stages. These channels are common channels used in previous mental fatigue
studies (Charbonnier et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2013; Kar et al., 2010; Pilly et al., 2018; Smit et
al., 2005; Talukdar et al., 2018). Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to investigate the
differences in mental fatigue between sessions. Results from Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated
that there were significant differences in energy values between sessions 1 and session 2 and
between session 1 and session 3 as shown in Table 5.2. It can be observed that statistically
significant differences occurred in all mental fatigue indices except for θ/α. The highest number
of significant differences occurred for α/β index which is the ratio of slow wave to fast wave. For
α/β, significant differences in channels F3, F4, C4, P4, Pz, and POz were observed for session 1session 2. Furthermore, significant differences in β for channel P3 and α for channel P4 between
session 1 and session 3 were observed. No statistically significant differences were observed
from session 2 to session 3. However, trend analysis (details are presented below) showed that
there were increases/decreases from session 2 to session 3 for most subjects and most channels in
indices.
Table 5.2

Wilcoxon signed-rank test results of PSD values.
Channels

Session 1-Session 2
Session 1-Session 3
Index
F3
F4
C4
P4
Pz
POz
P3
P4
α
.155
.155
.155
.045*
.433
.045*
.433
.031*
β
.088
.021*
.031*
.031*
.306
.367
.045*
.249
θ
.155
.031*
.031*
.088
.367
.433
.088
.433
α/β
.031*
.031*
.045*
.009*
.031*
.009*
.249
.064
θ/α
.306
.199
.306
.249
.433
.155
.367
.064
θ/β
.118
.064
.031*
.064
.306
.367
.088
.306
(θ+α)/β
.118
.064
.031*
.031*
.249
.306
.064
.249
Note: * p<.05; no significant differences were found in session 2 vs. session 3, and results are
not included in the table.
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To further examine the differences of power values between sessions, trends in mental
fatigue indices were analyzed and presented. Relative indices of α and β for all subjects in
sessions 1-3 are presented in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3. Figure 5.2 shows an increasing trend in
the relative power of alpha from session 1 to session 3 in channel P4, which indicates subjects
experienced more mentally fatigued with the progress of their activities to the end of the
sessions. Consequently, their attention to the surrounding decreased with potential signs of
drowsiness. In general, relative alpha power showed an increasing trend for most of the subjects
(except for subject 3 with a slight decrease in session 3 compared to session 1), which is in line
with other mental fatigue studies (Talukdar et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2012). Figure 5.3 shows the
relative power of beta band in channel F4. As beta band is related to consciousness of one to his
surroundings, most fatigued people have less beta power (Jap et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2012).
Figure 5.3 indicates that the relative beta power decreased for most of the subjects (except for
subjects 4 and 7) by finishing session 3 and they became less focused on their task as a result of
task complexity which had ascending trend.
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Figure 5.2

Relative power of alpha band in P4 for all subjects.

Figure 5.3

Relative power of beta band in F4 for all subjects.
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Ratio indices of α/β and θ/β for all subjects in sessions 1-3 are presented in Figure 5.4
and Figure 5.5. Figure 5.4 shows the trend for the ratio index of α/β in channel C4. An increasing
trend is expected for individuals with an increasing fatigue level in this index (Chen et al., 2013).
The results show that there were more obvious differences in energies between sessions. All
subjects except for subjects 3 and 6 showed an increasing trend in α/β. The ratio index of θ/β for
channel C4 is shown in Figure 5.5. Most subjects showed an increasing trend from session 1 to
session 3. However, subjects 3 and 4 showed an increase from session 1 to session 2 but a drop
from session 2 to session 3. Potential reasons for the observed results are all detailed in the
Discussions section. In addition, the other three indices - θ, θ/α and (θ+α)/β were also
investigated and the results show an increasing trend in most subjects for these three indices over
sessions, which were expected and in line with the results from other studies (Chen et al., 2013;
Eoh et al., 2005).
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Figure 5.4

Ratio index of α/β in channel C4 for all subjects.

Figure 5.5

Ratio index of θ/β in channel C4 for all subjects.
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The findings from the relative powers and ratio indices imply that these are feasible
indices of mental fatigue in construction activities. As the sessions progressed the amount of
accumulated fatigue in subjects can be assessed using these indices.
5.3.2

Entropy
Three channels of P4, F3, and T8 were selected for sample entropy calculation as

representatives of parietal, frontal and temporal regions of the brain, respectively. Based on the
fact that sample entropy is used to measure the complexity of EEG signals, it can provide rich
information regarding the order of the signals. The degree of disorder of the brain decreases
while a subject feels more fatigued, and the information processing ability is reduced at the
neuronal level (Kannathal et al., 2005). Therefore, it is expected to see a decreasing trend for
entropy values while a person is experiencing an increasing fatigue level.
Results of sample entropy of four subjects are presented in Figure 5.6. Overall, it can be
observed that the entropy values of almost all subjects decreased over sessions compared to their
initial values in session 1. This matter indicates that EEG signals of individuals were less random
as the sessions progressed (i.e., sign of progress of mental fatigue). Thus, a decreased level of
disorder of signals led to a decrease in sample entropy values. All four subjects showed a
decreasing trend in channel T8 from session 1 to session 3 with subject 5 showing a sharp drop.
The decreasing trend in entropy values with the increasing difficulty level of tasks indicates that
T8 can be a good potential candidate for sample entropy calculations due to the sensitivity of
temporal region of the brain to the changes in mental fatigue levels.
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Figure 5.6

5.3.3

Sample entropy of four subjects: (a) Subject 1; (b) Subject 3; (c) Subject 5; and (d)
Subject 6.

Subjective Scores
Subjective scores from NASA-TLX questionnaire were collected after the end of each

session to validate the results of the proposed framework. Cumulative results from all subjects
are presented in Figure 5.7. NASA-TLX has been widely used in fatigue studies for validation
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purpose as it directly measures the mental workload of a task (Cheng et al., 2007; Smit et al.,
2005; Wang et al., 2018). Scores show that while subjects tended to finish all sessions, their tasks
were more mentally demanding. For example, session 3 (i.e., the hardest assembly task) had the
highest mean in mental demand score as shown in Figure 5.7. Based on the scores and in line
with the definition of effort in the NASA-TLX test, while the sessions progressed subjects had to
try harder than the previous session to accomplish their task. Also, the scores show subjects felt
more frustrated by the end of the experiment. Therefore, the results from NASA-TLX
questionnaire confirmed the findings obtained from the quantitative method developed in this
study that subjects were experiencing higher fatigue levels as the sessions progressed.

Figure 5.7

Mean and standard deviation of NASA-TLX questionnaire scores of all subjects.
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5.3.4

Discussions
Subjects showed variability in the energy of different frequency bands. One potential

reason for the difference between subjects’ results is their related experience (Table 5.1).
Subjects 3 and 6 had relatively strong experience in wood frame assembly tasks and were very
familiar with working with tools. Such experience also helped them assemble frames in a more
efficient way. For example, subject 2 finished the tasks in almost 3.5 hours while subject 3
completed the tasks in about 2 hours. The average time for all participants to finish all sessions
was 3.5 hours. It should be noted that subjects 3 and 6 (i.e., most experienced subjects) showed a
decreasing trend in alpha frequency band in most channels. Also, subject 3 showed an increasing
trend in beta band for most channels which are opposite trends compared to other subjects. One
potential reason for that is that as the sessions progressed, tasks became more familiar for them
to accomplish; therefore, they felt less drowsy and more conscious. However, their NASA-TLX
result indicated that the tasks were more mentally demanding with the progress of the sessions.
As mentioned in the study of Hancock & Matthews (2019), inconsistencies might happen
between workload indices. In some situations, increasing task difficulty can result in a form of
dissociation caused from subjective strategy taken by one to respond to increased task difficulty
and that affect one’s brain signals. This can be a potential future research direction to investigate
why subjects with rich experience feel tasks were mentally demanding but their brain signals
show the opposite trend.
Another point to note is that there are instances where subjects’ power indices
increased/decreased from session 1 to session 2 but it slightly decreased/increased from session 2
to session 3 in some channels. For example, for relative power of alpha of subject 5 (Figure 5.2)
in channel P4, it can be observed that the relative power is increased from session 1 to session 2
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but decreased in session 3 compared to session 2. For this case, relative power of alpha for
session 3 was ultimately higher than that of session 1 for the same channel, which means the
overall trend was increasing. The most likely reason is that participants took more time to
complete session 2 compared to session 3 although session 3 was more complex and mentally
demanding to accomplish. In fact, in line with the subjective scores (Figure 5.7), tasks became
more mentally demanding from session 1 to session 3, but longer time spent on session 2
induced inconsistent results. As subjects learned that they had to spend a great deal of time on
session 2, task engagement became less attractive for them. In other words, when one loses his
willingness to finish a task, fatigue prevents that person from overspending energy, but when the
task remotivates one by means of rewards subject may re-engage in the task (Hopstaken et al.,
2016). In this work, the reward was the change of session (from session 2 to session 3) for
subjects. Therefore, the longer time one spends on a task, and as the task complexity rises, the
higher possibility one would be at the risk of hazards due to loss of attention.
Based on the statistical results (Table 5.2), five channels - F3, F4, C4, P4, Pz, and POz
had significant differences between session 1 and session 2 in the ratio index α/β. This index
with the five channels can be good candidates to detect mental fatigue in construction activities.
There are several studies (most of them are in driving safety field) also indicate α/β as an
effective mental fatigue indicator (Eoh et al., 2005; Jap et al., 2009).
Moreover, sample entropy as an effective measure of randomness of EEG signals
confirmed that as the fatigue occurred in participants, entropy values decreased, which
corresponds to the fact that more ordered signals are concentrated on fatigued regions of the
brain (i.e., parietal, frontal, and temporal regions).
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CHAPTER VI
ASSESSMENT OF MENTAL FATIGUE USING
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHY (EEG) AND VIRTUAL REALITY (VR) FOR
CONSTRUCTION FALL HAZARD PREVENTION
6.1

Introduction
The construction industry still suffers from serious safety challenges, and falling from

height is one of the issues that the construction industry has faced over a long period. Extensive
construction activities such as erecting structural elements, roofing, and working on temporary
structures (e.g., scaffolding) require workers to work at height (Huang & Hinze, 2003). As
reported by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), 20% of workers’
fatality in private industry in 2018 were in construction and out of which, 33.5% of total deaths
were due to falls (Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 2020). In construction, 32%
of fatalities were due to falling to a lower level in 2018 (National Safety Council, 2020). A
recent study showed that more than 70% of US workers died without any fall protection system
and about 18% used fall protection incorrectly while working at height (Kang, 2018). The
analysis of accident cases reported by OSHA showed that misjudgment of hazardous situations
caused 30% of falls from height between years 2002 to 2011 (Chi & Han, 2013). It has been
reported that only enforcing workers to use PPE and/or adopting passive protection methods
(such as guardrail and safety nets) are not sufficient due to the noncompliance of workers or the
nature of projects (Johnson et al., 1998).
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Thus, there is a need to apply smarter and more reliable active prevention approaches.
Toward achieving this goal, this study was motivated to monitor workers’ brain signals over time
with a focus on cognitive status monitoring to identify vulnerable workers to height exposure.
Particularly, this study hypothesizes that workers working at height get more mentally fatigued
in comparison to those who work on the ground and thus, higher mental fatigue level would be a
reason causing falls. Electroencephalography (EEG) coupling with Virtual Reality (VR)
technology were adopted to examine the hypothesis.
6.2
6.2.1

Experiment Subjects and Procedures
Subjects and Procedures
Between-subjects lab experiment was conducted to assess mental fatigue in ten male

participants (mean=22.4 years old, SD=1.7). Participants were recruited from college students.
Subjects reported that had no history of neurological diseases, mental/physical disabilities,
cognitive impairment, or heart diseases. All subjects were requested to refrain from consuming
caffeine and alcohol at least 24 hours before the experiment.
The experiment comprised of two virtual scenarios, working at height and on the ground.
The two scenarios shared the same task of assembling scaffolding sections to set up one unit of
scaffolding at “height” and on the “ground” conditions. Subjects were randomly assigned to one
of the groups. HTC VIVE Pro virtual reality system was adopted to conduct all the experiments.
Each subject was given two VIVE controllers for movement and grabbing objects and also was
attached three VIVE trackers (Figure 6.1a).
In the working-at-height group, subjects’ starting position was on a scaffolding (32
meters high) adjacent to an unfinished building. Subjects had to collect fifteen scaffolding
sections (i.e., post, cross brace, coupling, and scaffolding grating) and set up a unit of
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scaffolding. After putting each of the scaffolding sections, a shaded region appeared in the
virtual environment and navigated subjects to the position to put the next object until they
finished all sections (Figure 6.1b). However, subjects had to decide which object to choose and
erect in the shaded region. Next, subjects needed to walk across a wooden plank to another
scaffolding on the other side, which was the final step for the working-at-height group (thereafter
named height group). In the working-on-ground group (thereafter named ground group), subjects
conducted the same task as the working-at-height group did, except the last part that there was no
wooden plank to get across. Each subject repeated the same task for three trials. After finishing
each trial, subjects filled out the NASA-TLX questionnaire.
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Figure 6.1

Data acquisition equipment and virtual environment scenarios: (a) subject while
experimenting with the EEG cap, VIVE headset, controllers, and trackers; and (b)
scenarios at height and ground.
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6.2.2

EEG Data Collection
Using a 24-channel EEG device (mBrainTrain) with Ag/AgCl electrodes and 10-20

international system layout (Figure 2.1), data were acquired from subjects (oval I (b) in Figure
4.1). Sampling rate was set to 250 Hz. Before starting the experiment, all participants played in
the virtual environment for minutes to become familiar with the virtual model.
6.3

Result Analysis and Discussions
Using the proposed methodology (CHAPTER IV), seven mental fatigue indices including

θ, α, β, α/β, θ/α, θ/β, and (θ + α)/β were calculated and sample entropy values were obtained.
6.3.1

Mental Fatigue Indices
Mann-Whitney U test was performed to statistically compare height and ground groups’

mean PSD values. As shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2, the results revealed significant
differences between height and ground groups for most channels in each of the indices except for
α/β which only had two channels that showed significant differences.
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Table 6.1

Mann-Whitney U test results of mean PSD values of relative indices.

Channel

Index
α
Height
M SD

Ground
M SD

β
p

Height
M SD

.032 .004 .035 .006 .045*
.356 .056
Fp1
.032
.005
.037
.007
.013*
.365 .058
Fp2
.034 .006 .036 .006 .126
.381 .046
F3
.031 .003 .036 .005 .000*
.372 .076
F4
.035 .005 .039 .007 .041*
.393 .042
C3
.036 .006 .041 .006 .026*
.407 .069
C4
.036
.006
.041
.006
.033*
.365 .048
P3
.038 .007 .043 .008 .093
.386 .07
P4
.035 .006 .042 .006 .002*
.361 .047
O1
.035
.006
.041
.005
.006*
.356 .042
O2
.032 .004 .038 .007 .021*
.378 .061
F7
.032 .005 .036 .005 .015*
.383 .074
F8
.033
.005
.039
.006
.013*
.373 .051
T7
.033 .005 .040 .005 .000*
.361 .050
T8
.034 .005 .040 .005 .009*
.366 .041
P7
.035 .006 .040 .009 .045*
.361 .049
P8
.034 .005 .035 .004 .567
.366 .045
Fz
.034 .006 .037 .005 .081
.352 .054
Cz
.037 .006 .041 .008 .089
.353 .040
Pz
.034 .004 .040 .006 .003*
.371 .041
M1
.035
.004
.039
.006
.056
.376 .052
M2
.032 .004 .036 .006 .007*
.355 .051
AFz
.035 .006 .039 .007 .081
.346 .035
CPz
.038
.006
.041
.008
.325
.355 .053
POz
Note: * p <.05; M = mean; SD = standard deviation.
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θ

Ground
M SD

p

Height
M SD

Ground
M SD

p

.456

.06

.000*

.614

.058

.510

.062

.000*

.452

.055

.000*

.604

.060

.513

.057

.000*

.457

.067

.007*

.587

.048

.508

.070

.007*

.458

.059

.001*

.599

.077

.507

.061

.001*

.471

.071

.000*

.574

.044

.492

.072

.000*

.465

.075

.050

.559

.070

.496

.075

.037*

.471

.068

.000*

.600

.051

.489

.068

.000*

.465

.066

.006*

.578

.075

.493

.064

.005*

.472

.059

.000*

.606

.050

.487

.057

.000*

.456

.053

.000*

.611

.044

.505

.052

.000*

.464

.061

.001*

.591

.063

.499

.064

.000*

.465

.065

.004*

.587

.075

.500

.065

.003*

.466

.079

.001*

.595

.054

.496

.079

.000*

.458

.064

.000*

.607

.052

.504

.062

.000*

.459

.067

.000*

.601

.043

.503

.066

.000*

.444

.048

.000*

.606

.051

.517

.047

.000*

.422

.067

.021*

.601

.048

.544

.069

.019*

.417

.052

.005*

.616

.058

.547

.053

.004*

.431

.058

.000*

.612

.043

.53

.058

.000*

.465

.070

.000*

.597

.042

.497

.071

.000*

.443

.066

.008*

.591

.053

.52

.067

.007*

.438

.066

.001*

.615

.053

.527

.070

.000*

.411

.059

.001*

.621

.040

.551

.059

.000*

.435

.049

.000*

.609

.055

.525

.048

.000*

Table 6.2

Mann-Whitney U test results of mean PSD values of ratio indices.

Channel

Index
Height
M SD

α/β
Ground
M SD

p

Height
M
SD

.09
.012 .078 .014 .021*
19.857 3.665
Fp1
.088 .013 .082 .015 .233
19.590 3.543
Fp2
.088 .013 .079 .012 .056
18.111 3.470
F3
.084 .015 .080 .011 .305
20.135 3.524
F4
.089
.014
.085
.019
.389
16.906 3.250
C3
.089 .019 .090 .022 1.000
16.354 4.054
C4
.100 .015 .089 .020 .061
17.206 3.613
P3
.099 .016 .095 .028 .234
16.188 4.640
P4
.097 .013 .090 .018 .174
17.967 3.895
O1
.097 .015 .090 .016 .161
18.400 3.737
O2
.087
.012
.083
.015
.539
18.805 3.718
F7
.085 .016 .079 .015 .137
18.975 3.985
F8
.089 .012 .085 .018 .389
18.498 3.695
T7
.093 .012 .088 .021 .161
18.855 3.864
T8
.093 .011 .088 .019 .174
18.185 3.566
P7
.096 .016 .092 .026 .148
18.280 3.960
P8
.092
.009
.083
.012
.016*
18.468 3.760
Fz
.095 .011 .090 .016 .217
19.291 5.106
Cz
.103 .014 .097 .024 .137
17.410 3.501
Pz
.090 .010 .086 .018 .461
18.257 2.645
M1
.092 .012 .088 .018 .367
17.632 3.374
M2
.089 .010 .083 .012 .148
20.115 3.727
AFz
.100
.011
.096
.024
.267
18.500 3.502
CPz
.108
.017
.096
.024
.074
16.594 3.194
POz
Note: * p <.05; M = mean; SD = standard deviation.

θ/α
Ground
M
SD

p

Height
M SD

θ/β
Ground
M SD

p

Height
M SD

(θ+α)/β
Ground
M SD

p

15.032

3.495

.001*

1.790

.435

1.157

.300

.000*

1.880

.442

1.234

.307

.000*

14.670

4.017

.001*

1.714

.404

1.166

.266

.000*

1.802

.412

1.247

.270

.000*

14.704

3.498

.041*

1.581

.352

1.155

.321

.006*

1.669

.357

1.233

.327

.007*

14.414

3.061

.000*

1.704

.506

1.140

.260

.001*

1.787

.518

1.219

.265

.001*

13.079

3.199

.004*

1.491

.289

1.091

.338

.000*

1.580

.295

1.175

.351

.000*

12.459

2.744

.008*

1.441

.436

1.115

.324

.041*

1.530

.446

1.205

.341

.050

12.320

2.835

.000*

1.695

.388

1.082

.322

.000*

1.794

.394

1.171

.336

.000*

11.832

2.434

.003*

1.584

.498

1.101

.295

.006*

1.682

.504

1.195

.315

.006*

11.927

1.744

.000*

1.725

.378

1.060

.246

.000*

1.822

.382

1.149

.260

.000*

12.733

2.009

.000*

1.755

.365

1.133

.248

.000*

1.851

.370

1.222

.259

.000*

13.692

3.263

.001*

1.630

.440

1.110

.279

.001*

1.716

.448

1.192

.285

.001*

14.168

2.739

.001*

1.624

.508

1.114

.300

.003*

1.708

.519

1.193

.310

.004*

13.172

2.918

.000*

1.648

.399

1.116

.326

.001*

1.736

.405

1.200

.338

.001*

13.032

1.858

.000*

1.735

.417

1.141

.309

.000*

1.827

.423

1.228

.327

.000*

12.976

2.272

.000*

1.678

.325

1.136

.309

.000*

1.771

.329

1.224

.324

.000*

13.470

2.787

.000*

1.731

.408

1.191

.251

.000*

1.826

.414

1.282

.266

.000*

16.159

3.243

.074

1.681

.334

1.341

.354

.019*

1.773

.335

1.423

.362

.021*

15.141

2.420

.011*

1.815

.469

1.345

.284

.005*

1.909

.470

1.434

.295

.005*

13.487

3.100

.006*

1.773

.343

1.267

.289

.000*

1.876

.346

1.363

.303

.000*

12.940

2.819

.000*

1.639

.304

1.109

.302

.000*

1.729

.310

1.195

.313

.000*

13.907

2.853

.002*

1.616

.347

1.218

.329

.008*

1.708

.353

1.306

.341

.008*

15.295

3.840

.002*

1.792

.422

1.254

.354

.001*

1.880

.428

1.336

.360

.001*

14.887

3.363

.010*

1.826

.293

1.384

.317

.000*

1.925

.291

1.479

.334

.001*

13.294

2.697

.011*

1.777

.432

1.234

.245

.000*

1.884

.442

1.329

.260

.000*
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Table 6.1 provides a summary of statistical analysis between height and ground groups
for relative indices, i.e., α, β, and θ. Except for F3, P4, Fz, Cz, Pz, M2, CPz, and POz for α index,
the rest of the channels show significant differences between the two groups (p < .05). For β
index, all the channels except for channel C4 (p = .05), show significant differences (p < .05).
There were also significant differences in all channels for θ index (p < .05). As shown in Figure
6.2 and Figure 6.3, mean PSD values for α and β were lower in the height group and for θ
(Figure 6.4) was higher in all the channels compared to ground group. Normally, during fatigue
state alpha energy values are higher than the ones under normal state (Eoh et al., 2005; Lal &
Craig, 2002). Nevertheless, this was not the case for findings in this work where the height group
generally showed less alpha energy values compared to the ground group. Beta and theta
activities show strong evidence of mental fatigue in the height group. Compared to the ground
group, height group had less and higher levels of beta and theta energy values respectively,
indicating higher mental fatigue levels (Eoh et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2012). Almost all channels
in beta and theta bands show significant differences which highlight the fact that all lobes of the
brain are fatigued for the subjects in the height group.
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Figure 6.2

Mean PSD for relative index of α.

Figure 6.3

Mean PSD for relative index of β.
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Figure 6.4

Mean PSD for relative index of θ.

Table 6.2 provides information for ratio indices of α/β, θ/α, θ/β, and (θ + α)/β. Although
only two of the channels showed significant differences in α/β index (i.e., Fp1 and Fz with p <
.05) between the height and ground groups, the other three ratio indices, i.e., θ/α, θ/β, and (θ +
α)/β showed significant differences (p < .05) except for Fz (p =.074) in θ/α and C4 (p = .050) in
(θ + α)/β between the two groups. Figure 6.5 to Figure 6.8 show clear differences between mean
PSD values of the two groups for all the ratio indices. The height group, except for channel C4 of
α/β, shows consistently higher mean values in all of the four ratio indices compared to the
ground group. This is another evidence of higher mental fatigue levels for subjects in the height
group (Chen et al., 2013; Eoh et al., 2005; Jap et al., 2009).
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Figure 6.5

Mean PSD for ratio index of α/β.

Figure 6.6

Mean PSD for ratio index of θ/α.
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Figure 6.7

Mean PSD for ratio index of θ/β.

Figure 6.8

Mean PSD for ratio index of (θ + α)/β.
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6.3.2

Entropy
In sample entropy, more ordered signals lead to less entropy values and this implicates

the fact that subjects experienced higher levels of mental fatigue (Gao et al., 2018). Random
signals or spikes result in more patterns which generate more entropy values (Sokunbi, 2014).
Statistically significant differences (Mann-Whitney U Test) were found between mean sample
entropy values of height and ground groups in about half of the channels. Significant differences
were found in channels FP1 (p = .019), FP2 (p = .008), P3 (p = .016), O1 (p = .000), O2 (p =
.004), F7 (p = .045), F8 (p = .016), T7 (p = .007), T8 (p = .015), P7 (p = .007), and M1 (p =
.026). According to the mean sample entropy values for both groups in Figure 6.9, subjects in
height group experienced higher mental workload and consequently had lower sample entropy
values. It indicates that more repeated patterns existed in EEG signal epochs of the height group.
The outcome is consistent with the results of mental fatigue indices where higher mental fatigue
levels were in the height group.
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Figure 6.9

6.3.3

Sample entropy values for height and ground groups.

Subjective Scores
Subjective scores from NASA-TLX questionnaire were collected after each trial of the

experiment. Cumulative results of NASA-TLX are presented in Figure 6.10. Effort and
frustration scores were higher in the height group which means subjects had less tendency to
continue their task compared to the ground group due to higher mental fatigue levels experienced
(van der Linden et al., 2003). Although subjects reported less scores for mental demand in height
group, one might argue that there are inconsistencies between subjective scores and quantitative
methods. It is common to observe that NASA-TLX results do not correspond to the
physiological measures (Hancock & Matthews, 2019; Reinerman-Jones et al., 2016). Parameters
such as emotions can affect individuals’ responses to workload which might result in
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inconsistencies (Hancock & Matthews, 2019). More is discussed in the next section. To
summarize, the results from NASA-TLX questionnaire confirmed the findings obtained from the
quantitative framework developed in this work that subjects were experiencing higher fatigue
levels in height group.

Figure 6.10

6.3.4

Mean and standard deviation of NASA-TLX questionnaire scores for height and
ground groups.

Discussions
Even though mental fatigue is usually observed when people are exposed to prolonged

activities (Jarosch et al., 2019), the findings of this work demonstrated that individuals working
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at height also can be exposed to higher levels of mental fatigue compared with working on the
ground level. As shown in the results of previous studies on mental workload and mental fatigue,
EEG patterns can be affected by various underlying brain systems (Hancock & Matthews, 2019;
Jap et al., 2009). For instance, emotions, high levels of stress, or even attempting to fight fatigue
can affect mental fatigue levels. Therefore, the developed methodology in CHAPTER IV
enabled mental fatigue between the two groups to be broadly investigated.
The mean energy values of Alpha index in ground group were observed higher than the
height group, which is in contrast with the expectations of the authors and some other fatigue
studies (Eoh et al., 2005). However, there are some studies in the literature support the finding
that alpha mean energy values are smaller in fatigued states (Chen et al., 2013; Jap et al., 2009).
With respect to the other indices, strong evidence of higher mean energy values in theta and
lower mean energy values in beta band for height group was observed. It supports the fact that
subjects in height group experienced higher mental fatigue levels than the other group when
other conditions (such as task complexity) were the same in both groups. For instance, among
the two groups, significant differences in beta activity and mean energy values strongly suggest
vigilance reduction in participants of the height group (Figure 6.3). Theta band has more clear
differences in the mean energy values among the two groups suggesting the fact that subjects in
height group experienced state of drowsiness as a sign of mental fatigue (Figure 6.4). Further,
ratio indices of α/β, θ/α, θ/β, and (θ + α)/β were tested and clear differences among mean energy
values were observed, which confirmed that subjects in height group experienced higher mental
fatigue levels (Figure 6.5 to Figure 6.8).
By taking a deeper look, stronger evidence of statistical differences (p < .001) in channels
Fp1, Fp2, F4, P3, O1, O2, F7, T7, T8, P7, and P8 (p < .001) in β, θ, θ/α, θ/β, and (θ + α)/β
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indices were found (Tables 6.1 and 6.2). These channels cover the main brain lobes and it can be
concluded that subjects’ brain in the height group were relatively more fatigued. Therefore, these
channels are recommended as potential channels to be used for mental fatigue and fall hazard
studies in construction. Overall, with the same task complexity in both groups, mental fatigue
was observed higher in the height group. This can be inferred as higher mental workload in
subjects in height group and suggested that height exposure can adversely affect individuals’
vigilance and could lead to fall hazards.
To further emphasize on the outcome of the mental fatigue indices, sample entropy as an
effective measure of randomness of EEG signals confirmed that subjects in height group had less
entropy values compared to the ground group. This corresponds to the fact that more ordered
signals are concentrated on fatigued regions of the brain (i.e., frontal, parietal, temporal, central,
and occipital regions) in the height group as shown in Figure 6.9.
NASA-TLX questionnaires were collected to test the validity of the quantitative
framework. Overall, effort and frustration scores were higher in the height group supporting the
results from the quantitative framework. However, one may ask why subjects in the ground
group rated for higher scores in mental demand compared to the height group? As mentioned
earlier, emotions can change responses to workload which might result in inconsistencies in
NASA-TLX results (Hancock & Matthews, 2019). Subjects’ error rates in accomplishing the
trials were different. In some instances, subjects dropped the scaffolding section (e.g., post) and
had to redo the task. Overall, individual errors of subjects in ground group were more than the
height group. Therefore, one reason for the difference in mental demand scores could be the
subjects’ error rate in the experiment trials. This matter might have affected the way subjects
rated and it can be further avoided in the future experimental designs.
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In summary, obtained results suggest that subjects in height group experienced higher
fatigue levels than that of the ground group. Also, subjective scores, i.e., effort, and frustration
scores support that finding.
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CHAPTER VII
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis took the preliminary step toward detecting mental fatigue in workers by
continuously monitoring their mental status in two different contexts, i.e., typical construction
activities, and height exposure to identify vulnerable workers. In spite of the useful findings
provided in the two studies (CHAPTERS V and VI), there are some limitations.
First, the author tried to limit factors affecting brain signals, e.g., by asking participants
not to consume caffeine or alcohol before the experiments. However, there were still
uncertainties and unknown factors involved in capturing true brain signals. For example,
subjects’ stress level or emotional states might have affected the results. The effect of stress and
emotion on mental fatigue is still not clearly known in the current body of knowledge. Further
optimizing the experiment design and control is the continuous work of this study to further
address the gap identified for improving construction occupational safety and health.
Second, limited number of subjects were recruited for the experiments. It is
recommended that future studies investigate the proposed methodology on a larger sample size
to have more reliable results. The author tried to mitigate the effect of subjects by recruiting only
males as a major portion of construction workers are males. In future work, recruiting real
construction workers could reflect more rigorous results.
Third, in the height exposure work (CHAPTER VI), the component of motion sickness
from using VR could affect the results of the work. Motion sickness is an issue which is
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stemmed from watching 3D movies and may cause dizziness or headache. Motion sickness has
been indicated to affect theta and beta band waves after watching 3D movies (Naqvi et al.,
2015). Even though subjects in this study did not report any feelings related to motion sickness,
and adoption of VR helped the author focus on the problem of mental fatigue assessment by
avoiding real world hazards, for future research, whether VR itself has any effects on brainwaves
should be more investigated.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONCLUSIONS
This thesis proposed and developed a quantitative method for assessing mental fatigue in
construction activities by analyzing the captured brain signals from continuous EEG recordings.
Two studies were conducted to implement the proposed methodology. First, mental fatigue
assessment was done in typical construction activities with different complexity levels and
within-subjects design was applied (CHAPTER V). Second, mental fatigue assessment was done
in construction fall hazard setting and between-subjects design was adopted for the experiment
(CHAPTER VI).
In the proposed methodology, seven mental fatigue indices were investigated, and the
energy related to each index was obtained. The results from the first study (CHAPTER V)
confirmed that after mentally demanding construction tasks, subjects felt fatigued compared to
their initial states. The results from the second study (CHAPTER VI) confirmed that subjects
exposed to height had reduced vigilance levels which indicated higher mental fatigue levels in
that group. In addition, in the method developed, sample entropy values of EEG signals were
calculated and the results from both studies showed more ordered signals when subjects became
fatigued resulting in smaller entropy values. The results from the developed quantitative method
for mental fatigue assessment were validated by applying the subjective NASA-TLX
questionnaire. Selected channels of EEG are recommended to be used in future mental fatigue
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assessment in both studies. Further, VR is found to be a reliable tool to be coupled with EEG in
mental fatigue assessment.
The work presented in this thesis contributes to the body of knowledge and the
construction industry in several aspects. First, the proposed framework is the first applicable
framework specifically designed for mental fatigue assessment based on the nature of
construction tasks. Second, it has two methods combined in one framework. Each of them can
confirm the results of the other as both methods are well-known methods in mental fatigue
detection. Third, the proposed framework has multi-layer artifact removal steps, making it a
powerful tool for construction tasks. The present study can aid in improving the safety and health
of construction workers by continuously detecting workers’ mental fatigue levels. In the future,
by having platforms enabling real-time data and information communication for mental fatigue
detection on real jobsites, vulnerable workers can be identified and protected timely from
potential hazards especially in large-scale projects. However, it is worth mentioning the fact that
mental fatigue is a complicated process, and multiple environmental and psychological aspects
might affect one’s mental status. This thesis is a preliminary work to explore solutions to fill the
gap identified. Development and use of more robust methods by considering more factors to
monitor and predict fatigue states is the continuation of the present work.
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